
Sharper imaging. Faster answers.
Expedite care timelines and help improve outcomes  
with more actionable insights in your clinic.

Abdominal small animal. 
Optimized abdominal image quality for confident kidney-length measurement.

Bladder assessment and treatment. 
Measure bladder wall thickness and identify urinary stones and masses  
with the optimized bladder preset.

MSK equine. 
  Rule out cortical deviations with sharper bone surface imaging.

Bringing vision  
to veterinary care.
Purchase for $2,999 + membership.

Butterfly iQ+ Vet

Re-engineered for you.

Increased max depth. 
Increased maximum scanning depth across presets, including 30cm on ‘deep’ presets.

Improved shallow and mid-depth resolution. 
Get a clearer picture for more easily interpretable scans. 

Wider field of view. 
A broad field of view enables visualization of full organs on one plane.

Do more with less.  
Maneuver around smaller animals and areas with a 15% smaller probe head  
and 10% shorter probe. 

Abdominal small animal  
kidney measurement



Connected care. 
• Easily share studies with your clients and colleagues  

via text or email.

• Automatically integrate scans into any existing system 
with a secure DICOM connection.

• Use TeleGuidance™* to give or receive ultrasound 
guidance remotely.

Start your scanning education on day one. 
Begin your ultrasound education journey with expert-taught tutorials, 

right in the Butterfly app.

Ultrasound—now on your compatible 
Android or iOS device.

Download the Butterfly app, plug in your device, and select between 
12 optimized presets with our intuitive touch-based interface. 

Built to last. 
Tackle the entire day, with up to 20% longer battery life  

and improved continuous run time.

Precise guidance. Confident procedures.
Needle Viz™ technology: on-screen, in-plane needle visualization 
for precise aspirates and injections.

*Teleguidance is only available for compatible iOS devices.
All comparative claims are made relative to first-generation iQ Vet product.
For trained veterinary professionals only.
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To buy iQ+ Vet or schedule a demo, get in touch:
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